
1 Moon-landing spot is now 'Shiv-Shakti'

6 Catering to diet of elephants to prevent conflicts
with humans in Assam

6 Study on life cycle of different blow flies helps to
estimate post mortem interval 

6 Artists breathe new life into Seethakali folk art; all
set to perform outside Kerala

7 Asian Development Bank, Centre to open climate
change and health centre in Delhi 

9 What Terai tigers eat and what it tells about the
habitat

9 G 20 nations arrive at consensus on issues of
cultural heritage 

11 Tropical forests may be getting too hot for
photosynthesis

11 Missed childhood TB cases impede achieving
2025 goal

11 Picoflare jets within a coronal hole power Sun’s
solar wind 

11 New PRR enhances immunity to Phytophthora
infestans

11
Long term health issues following COVID 19

12 After Chandrayaan 3, what are ISRO’s plans?

12
Why was a 40% duty imposed on onion exports? 

12
What is the care protocol for babies in India?

14 Govt. imposes export duty on parboiled rice, MEP
on basmati soon

3 To assuage Kukis, Manipur govt plans greater
autonomy for hill areas councils

3 Declares Aug 23 as National Science Day,
says India now in front row of nations

7 G20 culture meet ends with consensus on
heritage

10 Bhutan looking at a slice of India's growth pie

13 The Kukis in Netaji's army: A forgotten freedom
story 

15 Govt considering inclusion of EVs in priority
sector, to help funding access 

15 EU awaiting India's response on dispute
settlement mechanism 

15 India, US discuss ways to promote trade,
investments
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"Motivation is like a nutrition supplement – you need it more
if you are working out seriously."


